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Abstract.
When the protocol of a complex Multi-Agent System (MAS) needs to be developed, the top–down approach emphasises to start with abstract descriptions that should be refined incrementally until we achieve the detail level necessary to implement it. Unfortunately, there exist a semantic gap in interaction protocol methodologies because most of them first, identify which tasks has to be performed, and then use low level description such as sequences of messages to detail them.

In this paper, we propose an approach to bridge this gap proposing a set of techniques that are integrated in a methodology called MaCMAS (Methodology for Analysing Complex Multiagent Systems). We model MAS protocols using several abstract views of the tasks to be performed, and provide a systematic method to reach message sequences descriptions from task descriptions. These tasks are represented by means of interactions that shall be refined systematically into lower–level interactions with the techniques proposed in this paper (simpler interactions are easier to describe and implement using message passing.) Unfortunately, deadlocks may appear due to protocol design mistakes or due to the refinement process that we present. Thus, we also propose an algorithm to ensure that protocols are deadlock free.
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1. Introduction.
Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE) is paving the way for a new paradigm in the Software Engineering field. This is the reason why a large amount of research papers on this topic are appearing in the literature. One of the main research lines in AOSE arena is devoted to developing methodologies for modelling interaction protocols (hereafter protocols) between agents.

1.1. Motivation. When a large system is modeled, its complexity becomes a critical factor that has to be managed properly to achieve clear, readable, reusable, and correct specifications [8, 24, 30]. In the literature, there exist various techniques to palliate this problem. The most important are the top down and the bottom up approach. The top down approach, which is the focus of this paper, first tries to describe software from a high level of abstraction, and then goes into further details until they are enough for implementing the system [32].

When the protocol of a large MAS has to be developed, it is desirable to start with an abstract description that can be refined incrementally according to the top down approach. In our opinion, there exist two drawbacks in most existing methodologies:

• On the one hand, most of them provide top-down approaches for modeling and developing these systems. These methodologies, general or protocol-centric, agree on using abstract messages and sequence diagrams to describe protocols [3, 19, 37, 15]. Although these messages represent a high level view of a protocol, which shall be refined later, the tasks that are performed are formulated as a set of messages. This representation implies that the abstraction level falls dramatically since a task that is done by more than two agents requires several messages to be represented. This occurs even if we consider a task between two agents. For instance, an information
request between two agents must be represented with two messages at least (one to ask, and another to reply). This introduces a semantic gap between tasks to be performed identified at requirements and its internal design since it is difficult to identify the tasks represented in a sequence of messages. This representation becomes an important problem regarding readability and manageability of large MAS.

- On the other hand, abstractions of protocols (interactions) that allow designers to encapsulate pieces of a protocol that is executed by an arbitrary number of agents has been proved adequate in this context [3, 4, 19, 20, 38]. Unfortunately, interactions are generally used to hide unnecessary details about some views of the protocol. This improves readability and promotes reusability of protocol patterns, but they are not used for bridging the existing semantic gap between tasks and its representation.

1.2. Contributions. In our proposal, we present a different approach to use interactions, which is based on the ideas presented in [4, 26, 38]. This approach is integrated on a methodology called MaCMAS that covers top-down and bottom-up. The top down software process is sketched in Figure 1.1. As shown, our goal is to bridge this gap using interaction abstractions to model the tasks to be performed, and Finite State Automata (FSA), represented using UML 2.0, to model how to sequence them. Afterwards, we refine them systematically into simpler ones iteratively. This decreases the level of abstraction so that the interaction we obtain are simpler. Thus, they are described internally as message sequences easily, e.g. using AUML [3].

We have used a protocol abstraction called multi-role interaction (mRI), which was first proposed in [25]. An mRI is an abstraction that encapsulates a set of messages between an arbitrary number of agent roles. Furthermore, the refinement process we use is based on the ideas presented in [10] since the interaction we use is similar to such used in this work. The refinement process relies on analysing the knowledge used by each role in an mRI and using this information to transform an mRI into several simpler mRIs automatically. An mRI is simpler when both the number of participant roles and the computation made by it decreases. The main advantages of refining mRIs are the followings:

- First, its internal description is easier since the computation to perform in the obtained tasks are simpler.
- Second, it is easier to implement interactions with a low number of participant roles.
Finally, mRIs are critical deadlock free regions and they are mutually exclusive. Thus, if the number of participant roles increases, the concurrency grain decreases, what is clearly not desirable [34].

The main drawback of such refinements is that they may lead to deadlocks. In this paper, we also propose a technique to detect if a refinement may introduce deadlocks (see Figure 1.1); it also characterises them by means of regular expressions that help find the refinements that are not adequate in a given context. It is based on analysing the FSA that represents the protocol of a role model and some previous work on deadlock detection in the context of client/server interactions [5, 14, 36]. It improves on other results in that it can be automated because it does not require any knowledge about the implied, intuitive semantics of the interactions as other approaches.

This paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we present the related work about protocol modeling in MAS and about interaction refinements; in Section 3, we summarise the methodology where this work is integrated; in Section 4 we present the example that we use to illustrate our approach; in Section 5 we present our ideas on protocol modeling and we show the refinement techniques applicable; in Section 6 we present our approach to the automatic deadlock detection process; Section 7, we show our main conclusions. Finally, an appendix that shows an implementation of the case study using IP.

2. Related work. In this section we cover the related work on protocol modelling and on refinements.

2.1. Protocol Modeling. As we showed in the previous section, we think that most approaches model protocols at low level of abstraction since they require the designer to model complex cooperations as message-based protocols. This issue has been identified in the Gaia Methodology [38], and also in the work of Caire et. al. [4], where the protocol description process starts with a high level view based on describing tasks as complex communication primitives (hereafter interactions). We think that the ideas presented in both papers are adequate for this kind of systems where interactions are more important than in object-oriented programming.

On the one hand, in the Gaia methodology, protocols are modeled using abstract textual templates. Each template represents an interaction or task to be performed between an arbitrary number of participants. Furthermore, interactions are decorated with the knowledge they process and the permissions each role has, their purpose, their inputs and outputs, and so on.

On the other hand, in [4], the authors propose a methodology in which the first protocol view is a static view of the interactions in a system. Each interaction is used by a set of agent roles and they are decorated with the knowledge each role uses/supplies. Later, the internals of these interactions are described using AUML [3].

As the methodologies cited above, we also use interactions to deal with the first stage of protocol modeling. Furthermore, we also represent a static view of interactions and the knowledge that each role consumes and produces in each of them. Unfortunately, both methodologies do not provide an automatic method for refining complex interactions into smaller interactions that are closer to the implementation level. In this paper, we elaborate on such a method.

Furthermore, in methodologies that use sequence diagrams to model protocols, it has been also identified the need for advanced multi-role interactions that encapsulate a piece of protocol. Unfortunately, in most of them these interactions are used to define reusable patterns of interaction or for hiding details in some complex views. Several examples of such use of interactions can be found in the literature: For instance, AUML nested protocols [3] or
micro-protocols [19]. These approaches provide the user with a set of tools to model complex co-operations; however, most designers use message–based descriptions.

2.2. Refinements. The need for such protocol primitives has also been identified in other areas such as distributed systems [11, 7, 23]. In this context such interactions have been studied for long, and there exist advanced techniques to refine them (synchrony loosening refinements [10]). Unfortunately, these refinements can lead to deadlock. Although the theory of refinements has reached a rather elaborate state in other contexts, c.f. [1], there are not many results on interaction refinements or the characterisation of their anomalies. The main reason is that classical refinements are context-free, whereas interaction refinements are context–sensitive. Thus, the main problem is the establishment of their monotonicity properties [10], whereby their application to subparts of a protocol preserves the correctness of the whole protocol with respect the set of valid synchronisation patterns it describes.

The state–of–the–art technique that focus on design time properties was presented in [12]. It is based on designing a formal proof system (cooperating proof) that allows to prove a sufficient condition for monotonicity that ensures that a system composed of interactions is deadlock free. It is based on analysing linked interactions, i.e., interactions that need to be executed in sequence, to avoid deadlocks, which was previously suggested in [9, 18]. Unfortunately, this technique is quite difficult to apply in practice because it requires in-depth knowledge of the implied, intuitive meaning of the interactions, and no automatic proof rules were designed for showing the satisfaction of the sufficient condition.

Our proposal can detect if a refinement may lead to a deadlock situation automatically, and also characterises the set of traces that lead to it by means of regular expressions. It is based on FSA analysis used by many researchers in the context of client/server deadlock detection of interaction models [5, 14, 36].

3. Engineering MultiAgent Systems with MaCMAS. MaCMAs¹ is a methodology for engineering complex multiagent systems that is integrated with several research fields, i.e. autonomic computing [31], software product lines [27, 28] and evolving systems [29].

MaCMAS covers carefully the five principles to deal with complexity in software engineering where top-down and bottom-up are of high importance [16, 17, 30]: abstraction, decomposition/refinements, composition/abstraction, automation and reuse.

¹see james.eii.us.es/MaCMAS/ for further details on MaCMAS
In Figure 3.1, we show an overview of the main concepts applied in MaCMAS from the software process point of view. As shown, models of the system are structured into a set of abstraction layers. Top models are the most abstract while bottom models are the most refined models. MaCMAS provides also a set of vertical and horizontal transformations. Vertical transformations are applied to split models or to compose models, and horizontal transformations are used to refine and abstract models in order to cover bottom-up and top-down software processes.

As shown, for covering the rest of principles, traceability between models at different abstraction layers and reuse of models and their abstractions/refinements is also provided.

In MaCMAS, two kind of refinements are proposed. One that is base on analyzing information on requirement documents, concretely system goals hierarchies, to recommend the user of the CASE too which models can be refined and which is the best decomposition recommended. The other refinement, which is the focus of this paper, is based on analyzing the dependencies between the elements in a model to recommend a refinement.

**Figure 3.2. Acquaintance analysis discipline**

**3.1. Models.** In other to engineer MASs, MaCMAS provides a rich set of UML2.0-based models that can be summarized in:

**a) Static Acquaintance Organization View:** This shows the static interaction relationships between roles in the system and the knowledge processed by them. It comprises the following UML models:

- **Role Models:** shows an acquaintance sub-organization as a set of roles collaborating by means of several mRIs. As mRIs allow abstract representation of interactions, we can use these models at whatever level of abstraction we desire. We use role models to represent autonomous and autonomic properties of the system at the level of abstraction we need.
Parameterized Role Models: A parameterised role model permits us to represent reusable collaboration patterns parameterising some of their elements.

Resources dependency model: A resources dependency model provides means for documenting the dependencies between knowledge entities and services provided by roles in the context of an mRI and for documenting the dependencies between the knowledge of mRIs.

Relating role models model: As a result of using decomposition and composition and of instantiating parameterised role models, we usually manage role models that are obtained from others. This model show the relationships between several role models.

Ontology: shows the ontology shared by roles in a role model. It is used to add semantics to the knowledge owned and exchanged by roles.

b) Behavior of Acquaintance Organization View: The behavioral aspect of an organization shows the sequencing of mRIs in a particular role model. It is represented by two equivalent models:

Plan of a role: separately represents the plan of each role in a role model showing how the mRIs of the role sequence. It is represented using UML 2.0 Protocol-StateMachines [22, p. 422]. It is used to focus on a certain role, while ignoring others.

Plan of a role model: represents the order of mRIs in a role model with a centralized description. It is represented using UML 2.0 State Machines [22, p. 446]. It is used to facilitate easy understanding of the whole behavior of a sub-organization.

c) Traceability view: This model shows how models in different abstraction layers relate. It shows how mRIs are abstracted, composed or decomposed by means of classification, aggregation, generalization or redefinition. Notice that we usually show only the relations between interactions because they are the focus of modeling, but all the elements that compose an mRI can also be related. Finally, since an mRI presents a direct correlation with system goals, traceability models clearly show how a certain requirement system goal is refined and materialized. This is main what helps us to bridge the gap between requirements and design.

For the purpose of this paper, we only need to detail role models, role model plans, which are shown in the following sections.

4. The Example. The example we use hereafter is a debit-card system. This problem can be viewed as one of the basic coordination patterns in the agent e-commerce world, and it involves three different agent roles (hereafter roles): a point of sales role (PS) which interacts with the user, a customer account manager role (CA), and a merchant account manager role (MA). When a customer uses his or her debit card, the agent playing role PS agrees with a CA agent and merchant account agent on performing a sequence of tasks to transfer the money from the customer account to the merchant account, which shall also be charged the costs of the transaction. If the customer account cannot afford the purchase because it has not enough money, the customer account agent then pays on hire-purchase.

5. Modeling the Protocol with MaCMAS. As we showed above, our approach starts when the requirements system goals to be performed have been already obtained. Then, we model each task as an mRI as we show in the role model in Figure 5.1.

These system goals in our example are modeled as the following mRIs: approv is used by the CA role to inform the other parties if it can afford a purchase; transfer is used to transfer money from the CA to the MA by means of the PS; mRI hire-p is used to buy on hire-purchase; finally, there is a two-party mRI called next_sale, which is not further detailed,
Figure 5.1. Static interaction view of the debit–card system.

whose goal is to encapsulate the operations needed to read the sum to be transferred and the customer data from his or her debit card. For further details on the knowledge processed by each participant and in the mRls see the Appendix.

Once the mRls are identified and linked with their participant roles, we represent their possible sequences by means of FSAs (see Figure 5.2). When an mRI is executed by more than one role it must appear a transition in all the roles that perform it. Each of these transitions represents the part of the mRls that a role perform. Whereby, to execute an mRI we must transit from one state to another in all the roles that participate on it. Furthermore, with the algorithms presented in [25], which we outline in section 6, we can automatically infer a single FSA that represents the role model protocol as a whole. This alternative representation can be used for better readability.

Finally, each mRI have to be decorated with some additional information: such as the dependencies between they knowledge it process, a guard for each role, and so on. The knowledge dependency, as we show in the next section, can be analysed in order to refine mRls. Furthermore, the guard of mRls allows each role to decide if it want to execute the mRI or not, which has been proved adequate to deal with proactivity of agents [7, 19, 25].

Figure 5.2. Plans of the roles in the debit–card system.
5.1. Refinements. The model we presented in previous section takes advantage of complex three–party mRIs, which provides a high level design of the protocol. However, it should be refined in an attempt to transform its mRIs into a set of simpler ones that are closer to message sequences description. That is to say, describing them internally shall be easier. This is the next step in our approach.

The refinements are based on analysing the dependencies between the knowledge that roles use from others in a particular mRI. In order to automate the refinement process the designer has to build a dependency graph (see Figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5) which shall be analysed with the algorithms proposed in [18, 10]. To illustrate how our technique works we applied it to our example.

The first refinement we can apply is **decoupling** [12]. It can transform certain \(n\)-party mRIs into an \(m\)-party mRI \((m < n)\) followed by an mRI with \(n - m + 1\) participants. We can illustrate it by means of mRI **transfer** in our example. Figure 5.3 shows a diagram in which we have depicted the knowledge of its roles and their dependencies. As shown, both the MA and CA need to update their balances according to some information in the knowledge of the PS. The idea is thus to decouple mRI **transfer** into two binary mRIs so that the CA updates its balance before the MA. Thus, as we can see in Figure 5.3 mRI **transfer**\(_1\) will executed by PS and CA, and **transfer**\(_2\) by PS and MA (see Figure 5.7 for the new sequences of execution). We have applied this refinement to the mRI **hire**, as well.

The second refinement we can apply is **participant elimination** [12]. It consists of eliminating those roles from the set of participant roles of an mRI whose knowledge is not referred to by other roles and do not refer to the knowledge of any other role. Figure 5.4 shows a diagram in which we have depicted the knowledge of the roles participating in mRI **aprob**.
and their relationships. Obviously, role MA can be eliminated from this mRI.

Another refinement called splitting, which cannot be apply to our example, consist in breaking an mRI into two mRIs if the knowledge accessed by several groups of roles are disjoint as is depicted in Figure 5.5 with a fictitious mRI.

The resulting role plans after applying all refinements are presented in Figure 5.7. Apparently, they works well but we can discover that the refinements have introduced a deadlock situation if we take a closer look. Consider a trace in which the following mRIs are executed: next_sale, approv, transfer1, and hire_p1. This execution deadlocks because of an unfortunate interleaving in which, after approving a sale and charging the CA, this role is ready to interact with the PS by means of transfer2; however, the MA is readied then to execute both transfer1 and hire_p1. If hire_p1 is executed now, it leads to a situation in which no role can continue because PS is readying transfer2 and waits for the CA to ready it, the CA is readying approv and waits for the PS to ready it, and the MA is waiting for any of them to ready transfer1 or hire_p1. This situation can be avoided if we use a guard for transferi and hire_p1 that ensures that when one of these mRI is executed the guard of the others shall be evaluated as false, but unfortunately this is not possible in general.

These refinements allow us to execute several mRIs at the same time since the the knowledge they computed before refinements is now computed separately in different mRIs. In addition, they simplify the number of participant roles that each mRI uses, which lead us to easier implementations (the protocol to coordinate n parties is more difficult that such for two parties) [12, page. 206][2, 33, 21, 35]. Finally, another advantage is that the amount of knowledge to be processed in each mRI decreases thus easing their internal design.

For instance, the mRI transfer has been broken into two simpler mRIs: transfer1 and transfer2. transfer1 computes the balance of the CA and transfer2 computes the balance of the MA. Thus, simpler computations are performed. Furthermore, the original mRI had three participant roles, and the new mRIs have only two, whose coordination/negotiation protocol is simpler to implement. The refined role model is presented in Figure 5.6.

6. Ensuring Deadlock Free Refinements. Our approach to detect deadlocks is based on building an FSA and analysing its paths. Next, we present some results we need, and then we show how to construct the FSA and how to analyse it.

As we can see in Figure 5.7, the definition of the protocol of each role is done by means of FSAs. They can be characterised as follows:

**Definition 6.1 (Finite State Automaton).** A finite state automaton (FSA) is a tuple of the form \((S, \Sigma, \delta, s^0, F)\), where \(S\) is a set of states, \(\Sigma\) is a set of mRIs (the vocabulary in FSA
theory), $\delta : S \times \Sigma \rightarrow S$ is a transition function that represents an mRI execution, $s^0 \in S$ is an initial state, and $F \subseteq S$ is a set of final states.

Thus, let $A_i = (S_i, \Sigma_i, \delta_i, s^0_i, F_i)$ ($i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$) be the set of FSAs that represents each role in a role model. Starting from this information we can build a new FSA $C = (S, \Sigma, \delta, s^0, F)$ that represents the protocol as a whole, where

- $S = S_1 \times \ldots \times S_n$
- $\Sigma = \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} \Sigma_i$
- $\delta(a, \{s_1, \ldots, s_n\}) = \{s'_1, \ldots, s'_n\}$ iff $\forall i \in [1..n] \cdot (a \notin \Sigma_i \lor s_i = s'_i) \lor (a \in \Sigma_i \land \delta(a, s_i) = s'_i)$
- $e_0 = \{e_0^1, \ldots, e_0^n\}$
- $F = \{F_1, \ldots, F_n\}$

This algorithm has been presented in [25] and builds the new FSA exploring all the feasible executions of mRI. Their states are computed as the cartesian product of all state in FSA of roles. Then, for each new state (composed of one state of each role) we check if an mRI may be executed (all their roles can do it from that state), and if so, we add it to the
result. The FSA we obtain in our example is shown in Figure 6.1.

6.1. Analysing the Resulting FSA. The final step consists in analysing the resulting FSA by searching for deadlock states, i.e., states from which a final state cannot be reached.

We use a transition relation called \( \rightarrow_B \) to calculate these states. It is applied on tuples of the form \((C, N, X)\), where \(C\) denotes an FSA, \(N\) denotes the set of states to be analysed, and \(X\) denotes the set of deadlock states found so far. We formalise \( \rightarrow_B \) by means of the following inference rule:

\[
\frac{s \in N \land s \notin X \land P = \text{pred}(s, C)}{(C, N, X) \rightarrow_B (C, N \setminus P, X \cup P)}
\]

Where the predicate \(\text{pred}\) is defined as follows:

**Definition 6.2 (Predecessors).** Let \(A\) be an FSA and \(s \in S\) a state. We denote its set of predecessors by \(\text{pred}(s, A)\) and define it as follows:

\[
\text{pred}(s, A) = \{s' \in S \mid \exists \sigma \in \Sigma \cdot \delta(s', \sigma) = s\}
\]

This transition relation allows us to explore the set of states of an FSA starting at its final states and going back to its predecessors until no new unexplored state is found. The set of unexplored states at that step is the set of deadlock states because there is no path in the FSA that links them to a final state. Therefore, we can define a function \(\text{deadlock}\) that maps an FSA into its set of deadlock states as follows:

\[
\text{deadlock}(C) = C_S \setminus N \text{ if } N \subseteq C_S \land
\]

\[
X \subseteq C_S \land (C, C_F, \emptyset) \rightarrow_B (C, N, X)
\]

Here, \(\rightarrow_B\) denotes the normalisation of \(\rightarrow_B\), i.e., its repeated application to a given tuple until it can not be further applied to the result. Formally,

\[
T \rightarrow T' \iff T \rightarrow^* E T' \land \exists T''. T' \rightarrow E T''
\]

If \(\text{deadlock}\) returns an empty set, then the refinements we have applied do not introduce any deadlocks. Otherwise, we need to characterise the execution paths that may lead to them.

Consider that \(\text{deadlock}(C) = \{b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_k\}\), thus, we can build a new set of FSAs \(B_i = (C_S, C_\Sigma, C_\delta, C_\alpha, \{b_i\}) (i = 1, 2, \ldots, k)\). Notice that these FSAs have only a final state that is a deadlock state in the original FSA. Thus, if we use the algorithms presented in [14] for transforming an FSA into its corresponding regular expression, we can obtain the set of regular expressions that characterise the execution paths that lead to deadlocks.

If we analyse the FSA in Figure 6.1, we can easily check that its set of deadlock states is a singleton of the form \(\{(3, 4, 7)\}\). Thus, if we make this the only final state, we can obtain the following regular expression that characterises the execution paths that lead to deadlocks:

\[
(\text{next\_sale} \mid \text{approv} \cdot \text{transf}_1 \cdot \text{transf}_2 \mid \text{approv} \cdot \text{hire}_p \cdot (\text{hire}_p)^* \cdot \text{approv} \cdot \text{transf}_1 \cdot \text{hire}_p
\]
Thus, when a set of refinements are applied we can use the technique presented above to search for deadlocks, and if they appear, we characterise it by the deadlock regular expression. Then, we can use this characterization to apply a different set of refinements and repeat this process until getting a deadlock free protocol. Finally, we obtain a set of new simpler mRIs that can be described internally and implemented easier. In our example the deadlock appears between mRI \textit{transfer} and \textit{hire} and the problem can be easily solved not refining one of them or applying another set of refinements.

7. Conclusions. The description of interaction protocols in complex MASs may be a difficult, tedious process due to the large number of complex tasks that agents must perform coordinately. Thus, in order to palliate this problem, we have proposed a refinement technique integrated in a methodology that is based on an interdisciplinary technique that builds on MAS and distributed systems research results.

Our technique improves previous research in that we add some protocol views between requirements analysis and the description of a protocol by means of message sequences; we use interactions as first class modeling elements. Furthermore, these descriptions are easily refined to reach the needed abstraction level to be described internally. Thus, we provide a progressive method to proceed from requirements analysis to message sequences descriptions. Furthermore, we have provided an automatic method to detect deadlocks.
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TRANSFERS :: [PST()] || CustomerAccount() || MerchantAccount()

where

PST() :: s: sale := null, ok : boolean;

*[ v ≠ null & approv[ ok := (cc.balance ≥ s.price)] →
  [ok & transfer[v := null] → skip
  []
  ¬ok & hire_p[] → skip]
  []
  v = null & next_sale[ . . ] → skip],

CustomerAccount() :: cc: account;

*[ approv[ →
  [transfer[cc.balance := cc.balance - s.price] → skip
  []
  hire_p[cc.hire_purchase(ma.ID)] → skip ]].

MerchantAccount() :: ma: account;

*[ approv[ →
  [transfer[ ma.balance := ma.balance + s.price - v.m_costs ] → skip
  []
  hire_p[ma.balance := ma.balance - s.m_costs] → skip ]].

F I G U R E 8.1. IP specification of the debit–card system.

8. Appendix A. IP Code of the example. It exists several languages based on the MPI to describe systems where several processes have to coordinate [6, 10, 13]. IP [12] is worthy of special attention since, although its implementation is relatively simple, moreover it allows to check properties thanks its formal character. Following we will do a brief review of its statements and its more relevant characteristics for our work, and finally we will write the source code of the debit–card system example.

An IP specification is built with a set of sequential processes that cooperates between them using multiparty interactions. Its abstract syntax is the following:

\[
S ::= I_1[x:=e] \\
| [[x_1] = 1; B_1 & I_1[x_1:=e_1] → S_1] \\
| \cdots \\
| [[x_n] = 1; B_n & I_1[x_n:=e_n] → S_n] \\
| S_1; S_2 \\
| skip
\]

Each processes will be able to participate in several interactions, but only one at the same time. The statement of interaction has the form \( I[x:=e] \) where \( I \) is the name of the interaction and \( x:=e \) is a sequence of parallel assignments in where we can consult the state of the rest of participants in the interaction, usually called as communication code. Each Interaction has a set of fixed participants in the set of processes of the system, so that it can be executed only when not any is executing other interaction and all of them are in a point of the specification where the questioned interaction can be executed.

For example, if we analyze the interaction \( transfer \) in the IP code of the example in the figure 8.1, we can notice it has in its participants\(^2\) with the \( PST \), with the \( CustomerAccount\)

\(^2\)To determine the participants of an interaction we only have to see in which processes appears in the specification.
TRANSFERS :: [PST()] || CustomerAccount() || MerchantAccount(), where

PST() :: v: sale := null; ok : boolean;
*[ v ≠ null & approv[ ok := (cc.balance ≥ s.price) ] →
  [ok & transfer_1[v := null]
  ][
  ¬ok & hire.p_2[] → skip
  ][
  v = null & next.sale[ . . . ] → skip ].

CustomerAccount() :: cc: account;
*[approv[] →
  [transfer_1[cc.balance := cc.balance - s.price] → skip
  ][
  hire.p_1[cc.hire_purchase(ma.ID] → skip ] ].

MerchantAccount() :: ma: account;
*[ i[] →
  [transfer_2[ma.balance := ma.balance + s.price - s.m_costs] → skip
  ][
  hire.p_1[ma.balance := ma.balance - s.m_costs] → hire.p_2[] ] ].

Figure 8.2. IP specification of the example after applying the refinements.

and with the MerchantAccount. This interaction will not be executed until all its participants will be in an adequate point of the specification and when this will happen, its participant will execute its communication code. For example, the PST will calculate the value of variable ok using the balance of the CustomerAccount and the amount to transfer.

IP also has statements to write non-deterministic choice with guards [\[i_{i=1}^n G_i \rightarrow S_i\]] and loops with nondeterministic choice with guards [\*[i_{i=1}^n G_i \rightarrow S_i\]]. The guards are of the form \(B & a[x := e]\), where \(B\) is a boolean condition involving the local state of a process, and the rest is an usual interaction statement. The behaviour of these statements is very simple: The non-deterministic choice checks all the boolean conditions and wait then for the interactions whose boolean condition is true to have all its participants; if no one could do so the statement will not have any effect. In loops the behaviour is similar, only that it will repeat the non-deterministic choice until all the boolean conditions are false.

Furthermore, in IP we can make the statements above to execute sequence \((S_1; \ S_2)\), and we can use the null statement that is represented as skip.

Finally, the code resultant after applying all the refinements described above is shown in Figure 8.2.